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Cover Photos Needed!! 

Keep in mind that each Newsletter issue needs a new “cover quality" photograph to grace  
the front page.  Submissions by you, our readers, are welcomed. 

 
The photo should showcase the essence of the club’s name.  

 From “South Coast” to “Riders” to “BMW Club”, each element contains  
a plethora of potential for the artistic eye.  Turn your inner shutterbug loose! 

This photo was taken during the August 6 Day Ride led by Larry Troffer 

Photo taken by Nate Pontius 

Honorable mention for Dave Eastly’s camera  

About the Cover!

Newsletter Submissions (Keep 'em coming!) 

Need – Content is always needed!  Show us what you've got. 

Schedule – Newsletters are published as close to the 1st of each month as humanly 
possible.  Please submit content by the 25th of the previous month in order to give 
the editor sufficient time to compile the issue. 

Formats – I’m really going to try not to be picky. It would be best if written content 
were submitted in an editable word processing format (.doc, .txt, .rtf, etc.), but an e-
mail will work just fine. Acrobat (.pdf) files are OK but are more trouble. 
Photographs should be in .jpg format and less than 500 Kb in size. Thank you - 
Editor 

Where to – E-mail submissions as attachments to editor@scbmwrc.com 

Suggestions – Keep those coming too (be gentle).  Always improving. 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
September 2017 

 
 

Well, I don’t know about y’all, but I’m ready for some cooler weather! 
     
August has been a busy month, getting back into the working mode after a 
memorable July, but always can find the time to get some riding in, even if 
it’s down to San Diego for a job cycle.  
  
We have some new members, as well as others who have been in the club 
for some time who we haven’t seen, and the General Meeting (note time and 
date on the Calendar) would be a great opportunity to meet the group.   
There is a ride following the meeting also, we’ll have to hear from Brandon 
on that.   
 
Our annual Kernville weekend trip at the end of the month promises to be 
well-attended, including a camping contingent!   Stay posted for more 
specifics, but of course, there will be dinner at “That’s Italian”, always a fun 
time.  
 
See everyone 9 September! 
 

Ride Safe! 
John C.  
 



 
 

 

  

Letter from the Editor

August was a pretty quiet month as far as Club rides, although the many postings on the 
SCBMWRC Facebook page shows many members were out and about enjoying the month in 
small mid-week rides and meeting at Hell’s Kitchen and the Lookout. Many of the Facebook 
posts include photos of food.  
I think I detect a pattern here! 

For September through the end of the year, many fun rides are already posted on the 
Calendar. Please add as many of the meetings and rides as you can to your own plans and 
personal calendars. 

As always, members are encouraged to post invitations to their own impromptu rides. These 
can be a lot of fun. The several I have done are easily planned outside of busy traffic times 
that may be more difficult to avoid on weekends. 

John and I have included articles for new club members who may be new to group riding 
guidelines as well as Jim Foreman’s “8 Tips to Being a Great Ride Leader”.  

I also added an article and map that shows Deer Collision statistics by state with suggestions 
to lessen your potential for deer collisions. When you have a chance, ask Mark Borgeson 
about how sudden a deer can appear and how your heart rate can suddenly peak! I myself 
was on my way to a HK Sunday morning breakfast meeting, rounding a corner, when I was 
stopped by a large buck just standing in the middle of the Ortega Highway. We stared at 
each other for a few seconds, then he walked off the road, I continued to breakfast with a 
story to tell about my fortune of seeing far up the road to avoid a collision, but it is a scary 
memory. 

Please send your own ride photos and write-ups to editor@scbmwrc.com 

Letters to the Editor, comments and questions are all welcome. 

 

- David Omlor 



 
 

 
August 6 General Meeting and Day Ride 

 

Twenty members and six guests attended the August general meeting at the new Sendero 
Marketplace at the intersection of Antonio Parkway and Ortega Highway.  We met at 
Starbucks for coffee and socializing prior to moving outdoors for the brief meeting.   

Club business for this gathering was a discussion of the main calendar events for the 
coming year, including overnight rides to Kernville, the eastern Sierras to view some Fall 
colors, Pinnacles National Park, Death Valley, Borrego Springs, Yuma and a ride through 
the Sierra Nevadas traversing some awesome mountain passes.  Watch the calendar and 
forums on the website for details as they develop.   

Following the meeting the group embarked on a 178-mile ride - just far enough to get the 
oil warmed up.  Ortega highway, Sage Road, Rice Canyon Road and Sandia Creek Road 
all added up to an enjoyable day ride.   

Lunch at Nessy Burger at the intersection of Hwy 76 and Old 395 provided a welcome 
break.  With 19 motorcycles on the ride, we divided into two groups; many thanks to Bill 
Reitz for taking the lead with one of them. 
 

- Larry Troffer 
 

Photos by Trish Troffer 
 

 



 
 

 
 

  



8 Tips to Being a Great Ride Leader 

A group ride should have a flow, a rhythm to it. 

Words and photos by Jim Foreman 
Additional thoughts by Shanghai HOG Ride Captain Jim Rice. 
 
Taking a group of friends or riders out for a day trip or a multi-day ride is a serious 
responsibility. A good leader makes the difference between everyone having a great experience 
or not.  
Several important characteristics separate a good ride leader from a poor one. 
Please keep in mind that this is not about group ride etiquette or hand signals but rather how to 
be a good group ride leader.  

1. Don’t ride in too big of a group. Break it up. 

We’ve all seen it. Seemingly hundreds of noisy V-Twins going down the freeway in group 
formation on a Saturday or Sunday. All but the most lifestyle-centric rider typically finds this 
style of riding distasteful. When taking a group of riders out to your favorite roads or trails, keep 
the group small and manageable.  
Consider no more than 6-8 riders in a group. It’s far easier to manage a smaller group and ensure 
everyone has a great time.   

2. Ride to your least experienced rider’s capability, not your own. 

Most people willing to lead a group are good riders. Often, ride leaders are highly 
skilled riders. Regardless of your abilities, you must quickly and accurately 
evaluate each rider’s ability and riding. If you push a less-experienced rider too 
much, you will guarantee yourself a crash or worse. If some riders want to go fast 



and others feel better proceeding more deliberately, break up the group and agree 
to meet up at certain spots, along the way. 

Make sure you express that each rider must take responsibility for their riding and actions. They 
must also be able to communicate any criticisms without reprisal or fear of rejection. 
Remember that a ride leader’s responsibility is to lead a fun and safe ride for the entire group. 
It’s not to show off how amazing and awesome a rider you are in a selfish and ego-centric way. 

           Agustin Ceron Guedea's Hi-Viz Jacket and Helmet make him very noticeable. 

3. Ask a rider with a bright helmet or unique lighting to serve as the tail or sweep 
rider.  

This is key. Make sure you constantly check for the sweep or tail rider and that everyone is 
keeping up at a safe pace. If they are not, it’s important to slow down the tempo of the ride so 
that everyone can safely enjoy the ride.  Communicators are helpful but are not critical to a group 
ride’s success. 
 

4. Arrange a stop at a next gas station if the group becomes separated. 

Invariably, the group may become split, temporarily. Traffic lights, merging cars, and 
mechanical or operator issues may cause the group to split. As a ride leader, if you notice this, 
slow down the group in the lead to see if the remaining group can safely catch up. Invariably the 
people at the end of the group will be riding faster then the people in the front, so keep the speed 
down.  If, after a while you don't see the remainder of the group, stop at the first gas station or 
intersection and wait. Make sure everyone knows that if the group becomes separated that this is 
what will happen and they won't be left behind. 



5. Take regular breaks every 60-75 minutes.  

Make sure everyone is doing good at breaks. Check for dehydration and fatigue. 
You may be an Iron Butt Association member, but the rest of the group may not be able to sit on 
their bike for long periods without stretching. This is especially true of sportbikes. Take regular 
breaks. Make sure everyone is drinking water, having a good time and not showing signs of 
exhaustion or dehydration.  

6. Know the roads you plan on taking. Don’t rely on a GPS or map solely. 

When you lead a ride, it’s important to know the roads and conditions before leading the group 
there. Don’t rely on GSP or maps as they will not indicate if a road is closed, under construction, 
in disrepair, or has any services for a long stretch.  
If you haven’t been on the road, make sure you find out, first-hand from someone who has 
recently been on that road what to expect. Make sure you know the elevation, road conditions, 
and expected weather before proceeding. 

7. Listen to the other riders about what they want to see and do. 

A good ride leader will ask pertinent questions of the riders in the group. Some questions that 
should be asked is how fast do you feel comfortable traveling? What’s the range on a full tank of 
gas? How do you feel about (insert the conditions one may expect). Some examples one should 
be asking about include rain, switchbacks, steep elevations, dirt, and temperature.  

 



8. Keep it simple. Don’t push the group too hard or try to do too much.  

Don’t try to do too much on a group ride. It’s better to leave the group wanting more rides in the 
future than to have them not want to ride with you again. Don’t make the ride about you, but 
rather about achieving a goal or purpose together. 
 
Make sure to take photos at breaks and if a group member wants to ride up ahead to take riding-
action photos, make sure they can. 
 
Keeping the ride uncomplicated will simplify every aspect of the ride.  Trying to control every 
aspect will create unnecessary stress and strain on you, and the group. Avoid complicated hand 
signals, overly technical roads or dependence on electronic rider aids. Technology is useful but 
not necessary. 
 
Lastly, have fun. That’s what a group ride is supposed to be all about. 
 
 
 
When you are in Southern California, be sure to visit Irv Seaver BMW Motorcycles in Orange 
County.  In addition to sponsoring these stories, Irv Seaver BMW has the best selection of new 
and pre-owned BMW motorcycles in the region.  Award-winning Service, fully stocked Parts, a 
well-stocked Apparel and Accessories department are the envy of other dealers nationwide.  Irv 
Seaver BMW is known for offering the most aggressive pricing on new BMW Motorcycles and 
will make sure you get the motorcycle you want at a price you'll love.  Come in today to see why 
we're the best. 
©2016 Jim Foreman  All Rights Reserved.  
 
Reprinted by permission of Jim Foreman 
 



 
 

 

Safe Riding Tips   



 
  



 
 

  



 
 
LOOK OUT! Deer Damage can be Costly! 
State Farm® tips to protect yourself on the road. 
  
Bloomington, Ill. (September 19, 2016) — In many U.S. states, drivers are all too familiar with deer 
crossing signs, but do they really know how close the danger may be? State Farm has released its annual deer 
claim study, which ranks states by the potential drivers had of hitting a large animal, including deer, elk and 
moose over a given time period. On average, one of every 41 West Virginia drivers will have an insurance 
claim for damage caused by a collision with a deer in 2016. 
The top five states a driver was most likely to have a claim from a collision with a deer, elk or moose in the 
2015-2016 study are: 
 

Rank State 2015-16 Odds Percent Change from 2014-15

1 West Virginia 1 in 41 5.4% More Likely 

2 Montana 1 in 58 9.1% More Likely 

3 Pennsylvania 1 in 67 5.8% More Likely 

4 Iowa 1 in 68 1.4% Less Likely 

5 South Dakota 1 in 70 4.7% More Likely 

 
Pennsylvania and Iowa have switched positions on the top ten list of states where drivers were more likely to 
collide with a deer, while Wyoming moved into the top ten at number eight. South Carolina is no longer in 
the top ten and thirteen states had no change in ranking. 
 
The likelihood of colliding with a large animal more than doubles during the months of October, November 
and December, during deer mating season. Whether you hit a large animal or it jumps into the side of your 
vehicle, such collisions can cause significant injuries and property damage. No matter where you live, it’s 
important to keep your eyes up and focus on the road, helping you take action in the event a large animal is 
suddenly in your path. Some other tips to help keep drivers safe include: 
 

 Slow down, particularly at dusk and dawn 
 If you see one deer, be prepared for more deer to cross the road 
 Pay attention to deer crossing signs 
 Always buckle up, every trip, every time 
 Use your high beams to see farther, except when there is oncoming traffic 
 Brake if you can, but avoid swerving, which could result in a more severe crash 
 Remain focused on the road, scanning for hazards, including animals 
 Avoid distractions, like devices or eating, which might cause you to miss seeing an animal 
 Do not rely on products such as deer whistles, which are not proven effective 
 If riding a motorcycle, always wear protective gear and keep focus on the road ahead 

 
“We know there is an increased risk of collision with deer around dawn and dusk, and also during the 
October-December breeding season,” said Chris Mullen, Director of Technology Research at State Farm. 
“However, drivers should be engaged, alert and on the lookout at all times, because you never know when 
you may need to react to a deer or any other obstacle that may suddenly be in your path.” 
 



 
 
More 2016 State Farm deer collisions facts: 
 
The national average cost per claim for 2015-2016 was $3,995.08, down just slightly from $4,135 in 2014-
2015. 
 
The months when most drivers experienced collisions with a deer, elk or moose in the U.S., mostly due to 
deer mating season, were: 

1. November 
2. October 
3. December 

 
Methodology: 
Using its claims data and state licensed driver counts from the Federal Highway Administration, State Farm, 
the nation’s leading auto insurer, calculates the chances of any single American motorist striking a deer, elk 
or moose during the time frame of July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016 in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. 
The data has been projected for the insurance industry as a whole, based on the State Farm personal vehicle 
market penetration within each state. The State Farm data is based on comprehensive and collision claims 
only. Claims involving policyholders with liability insurance coverage only are not included. 
 

 



 
 

–  

 
More details for all events may be found at the club website:  www.SCBMWRC.com   

 

 

Sept. 9    –        General Meeting @ 9:30 am   at Irv Seaver BMW 
                          607 W. KATELLA AVE., ORANGE, CA 92867 

                           Followed by a ride to Crystal Lake (lunch) and a journey over Glendora Ridge!      
     100 mile (almost loop) departing Irv Seaver following the general meeting. 

 

Sept.29 to Oct 1 – Kernville Weekend Ride  
        Rooms blocked at the Kernville Inn (ref SCBMWRC) – phone 760-376-2206 
        Some Coasters are camping at the nearby Frandy Park Campground 
 
Oct. 08    –        General Meeting @ 8:00 am    
                            Breakfast at Katella Grill followed by a ride to  Pioneertown, led by Karl Wagner 
 

October 20 to October 22 – Fall Colors Ride 
       We haven’t had a Fall Colors Ride in a couple of years. 
                           This one is led by Brandon Wilson. Check for details on the Calendar 
 
Nov. 04      –     General Meeting @10:30 am   at Irv Seaver BMW 
                          607 W. KATELLA AVE., ORANGE, CA 92867 

 

Nov. 10 to 12 - Pinnacles National Park, 3 day / 2 night camping trip 
    We did this trip in 2016 and really enjoyed it. The route getting there is a lot of fun. 
                        Led by Mark Borgeson 
 

Check the website for updates on the above events. 
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